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Totems: Mer Island
 How traditional owners from Mer Island in the Torres Strait have a long and
continuous connection to Country/Place with traditional knowledge and
custodial responsibility to protect people, plants, animals and environments.
Objects in this QM Loans kit support inquiry by Year 4 to Year 6 learners:
(Year 4 HISTORY | SCIENCE)
(Year 5-Year 6 SCIENCE | GEOGRAPHY)

Backyard Habitat
 Living things live in different places where their needs are met.
(Year 1 BIOLOGICAL ACSSU211) PC: Schoolyard Safari

School History
 How has family life changed or remained the same over time?
(Year 1 HISTORY ACHASSK030)
 How have changes in technology shaped our daily life?
(Year 2 HISTORY ACHASSK046)

Observable Features
 Living things can be grouped on the basis of observable features and
distinguished from non-living things. PC: Feather, fur or leaves?
(Year 3 BIOLOGICAL ACSSU044)

Asia North-east
 What would it be like to live in a neighbouring country?
(Year 3 GEOGRAPHY ACHASSK067 | ACHASSK068 | ACHASSK069)
 How do places, people and cultures differ across the world?
(Year 6 GEOGRAPHY ACHASSK138 | ACHASSK139)

Active Earth
 Sudden geological changes and extreme weather conditions can affect Earth’s
surface. (Year 6 EARTH & SPACE ACSSU096)
 The theory of plate tectonics explains global patterns of geological activity and
continental movement. (Year 9 EARTH & SPACE ACSSU180)

View kit contents and curriculum links: enter a kit title or curriculum code from the list above into the search box at www.network.qm.qld.gov.au/Learning+Resources/QM+Loans
Use contact details above to book, collect and return a QM Loans kit from this list: this service is free, with borrowers responsible for collection and return of kits to the local depot
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World War II
 The modern world and Australia (Year 10 HISTORY).
The focus of this QM Loans kit is on Queensland experiences during the war
including conscription and censorship, the shift in international alliances,
theatres of war, the changing role of women, the experiences of Indigenous
personnel and the effects on Torres Strait Islander communities.

Marine Turtles
 Living things, including plants and animals, depend on each other and the
environment to survive. (Year 4 BIOLOGICAL ACSSU073)
 There are differences within and between groups of organisms. Classification
helps organise this diversity. (Year 7 BIOLOGICAL ACSSU111)
 The interactions between organisms, including the effects of human activities.
(Year 7 BIOLOGICAL ACSSU112)

Australian Emblems
 How and why do people choose to remember significant events of the past?
(Year 3 HISTORY ACHASSK064)
 What are the main natural and human features of Australia?
(Year 3 GEOGRAPHY ACHASSK066)

Spider and Insect Homes
 Living things have basic needs, including food and water.
(Prep BIOLOGICAL ACSSU002)
 Living things live in different places where their needs are met.
(Year 1 BIOLOGICAL ACSSU211)

Outback Queensland
 How are people connected to their place and other places?
(Year 2 GEOGRAPHY ACHASSK051)
 How do people and environments influence one another?
(Year 5 GEOGRAPHY ACHASSK113)
 Consider the effect of drought on living and non-living aspects of the
environment. (Year 6 EARTH & SPACE ACSSU096)

Science Toys
 A push or a pull affects how and object moves or changes shape.
(Year 2 PHYSICAL ACSSU033) PC: Push-pull

Multicultural Hats
 Daily and seasonal changes in our environment, including the weather,
affect everyday life. (Prep EARTH & SPACE ACSSU004)
 What are the different features of places?
(Year 1 GEOGRAPHY ACHASSK032)
 How and why are places similar and different?
(Year 3 GEOGRAPHY ACHASSK068)
View kit contents and curriculum links: enter a kit title or curriculum code from the list above into the search box at www.network.qm.qld.gov.au/Learning+Resources/QM+Loans
Use contact details above to book, collect and return a QM Loans kit from this list: this service is free, with borrowers responsible for collection and return of kits to the local depot

